How to Earn $100 In Gift Cards Every Month
This guide contains charts that will help keep you on track to earning $100 in gift cards each and every
month using 4 main point programs
Before you begin earning anything you need to make sure you are signed up for all 4
programs
1.
2.
3.
4.

Swagbucks: Click here and follow the link to sign up
InstaGC: Click here and follow the link to sign up
Bing Rewards: Click here and follow the link to sign up
PrizeRebel: Click here and follow the link to sign up

(if you are on a Mac hover over the “click here,” hold down your command key and click your mouse to open these links)

Your might also want to reread this post, http://snailpacetransformations.com/how-to-earn-100-in-giftcards-each-month/ , which lists many more point reward companies as well as survey companies and
apps where you can earn gift cards so that you can increase your monthly earning potential.
My 3 favorite thing about earning money from home through point reward
programs
1. How flexible the work is. You can do it whenever you can squeeze it in, and if you have a day that
just doesn't have a down moment—skip it. There is no boss that is going to get mad at you, you can
either double up the work another day or just accept that you will earn less than $100 that month.
2. All the different ways to earn. There are so many different ways to earn points through most of the
programs, meaning you can decide which point earning actions you like and stick to those. Yes, you
might earn less through one program than you could. But if you sign up for multiple programs like I
suggest, you can still earn a significant amount of gift cards each month just doing the point earning
actions you like at each site.
3. You can multi task the work. You can watch TV and be filling out a survey at the same time. You
can be working on your laptop while earning points from videos at the same time. You can make
dinner and have a point earning app going at the same time, checking to make sure it is still running
between stirring your dinner.

How Much Time You Can Expect To Spend To Make $100 A Month
To make my $100 a month plan work, I suggest setting aside one hour per day, 5 days a week to work
on point-earning actions. You are also going to also want to think of ways you can fit in a few shorter
bursts of earning actions, such as getting a Swagbucks smartphone app going while you are getting
ready in the morning.
You can multi-task during your point-eanring hour, such as watching TV, but for the most part you will
be concentrating on working at multiple point earning actions from multiple companies at once.
For instance, you can start the SB point-earning apps on your smartphone for Swagbucks, then go onto
doing your daily actions for Bing Rewards while having point-earning videos from PrizeRebel going
on in a different tab on your laptop.
In time, you will figure out how to best overlap point-earning actions from various companies to
maximize the amount you earn and minimize the time you spend. At first, your earnings may be less
than $100 a month, but in time I know it is possible to earn $100 a month from combining these 4
programs as I have readers who tell me they earn that just from maximizing their Swagbucks account
each month.
To get you started I have included a daily plan of attack for you that is similar to the one I used when I
first started using point reward programs and survey companies to generate a bit of income for our
family each and every month almost 10 years ago. I left blank spaces in the plan so that you can tweak
it to what works best for you.
The daily plan includes bonus work for Paid Viewpoint and MyPoints. Paid Viewpoint offers quick and
simple surveys with no frustrating screening process and MyPoints offers emails that are worth 5 points
each that done over and over can equal small payout each year for just seconds spent a few days a
week.
You can find more about Paid Viewpoint through this link: http://snailpacetransformations.com/paidviewpoint-survey-taking-simplified/
Go here to sign up for Paid Viewpoint.
You can find out more about My Points through this link: http://snailpacetransformations.com/how-toearn-gift-cards-with-mypoints/

InstaGC : $30 A Month Plan
What I love about InstaGC is that the gift cards are instant, as in the e-gift card code pops up on your screen the
moment you cash in your points.What I hate about InstaGC is that the ways to earn points don't make it easy for me to
make a set plan for you. Sure, day to day you will find the same ways to earn points, but what you can earn that day
really depends on what they have to offer.
Since I can't give you a set way to earn a $1 a day on InstaGC, I am just going to make you a chart where you color in
a square or cross out the number each time you reach your daily target of $1. If you reach your target every day at the
end of the month, you should have enough InstaGC points to cash out for $30 in gift cards.
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InstaGC has great multi-tasking type activities; I suggest getting in the habit of earning your points while you watch
TV.
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Swagbucks $25 a month plan: 2200 points
With over 20 ways to earn SB points over at Swagbucks, there are many ways to reach $25 to $50 a month in
gift cards. I urge you to spend 15 to 30 minutes digging into the Swagbucks website, exploring all the different
ways to earn and deciding what ways will work best for you. To make these plans work your main goal is to
reach the daily point total listed at bottom of the plan, but you can reach it however you want--my ideas are just
guidelines. I left blank lines for you to adjust the plan to your liking.
Remember: point programs change the values given for various actions often so this plan may not be accurate.
Check to make sure that the gift cards are still worth the same amount of SB points and that the point earning
actions are still paying out the same amount of SB so that you will hit the totals you want.

Action

Daily Point
M
value

Daily NOSO

2

Run Swagbucks TV App to daily max.

36

Run EntertaiNow App to daily max.

18

Run Sportly App to daily max

18

Daily Total

74 SB points

T

W

Th F

Sa Su

74 SB points for 30 days equals 2220 SB points enough to grab a 2200 $25 gift card (you are allowed one of these reduced SB
points per month after the first $25 are 2500 SB points)
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$50 a month plan For Swagbucks : Daily Plan : 2500 points
Please note: to earn the $50 you have to do all of the actions listed in the $25 plan plus the things listed in the plan below

Action

Daily Point
M T
Value

Make Swagbucks your search engine and
do all of your internet searches through it

10 (total varies but
this # is average)

Play 20 rounds of any game in game area

10

Run Lifestylz App

18

Run MovieCli.ps App

18

Run Indymusic.tv App

18

Do The Daily Poll

1

Watch enough videos on laptop to reach
last 10 SB points needed

10

Daily Total

84 SB points

W

Th

F

Sa Su

84 SB points daily equals 2520 points which is enough for a $25 gift card of your choice, and Swagbucks has over 100
different types of gift card choices .
Once again, I want to remind you that you have to do both plans to earn $50 a month.
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Prizerebel: $15 A month
There are 2 really simple ways to earn with PrizeRebel currently: earn through their engaging video
section and by following them on Facebook and making sure to click “get notifications” so you will be
notified when they update because a lot of their updates are codes worth points.
There are more ways to earn and some of them are just as simple, but not as frequently available as the
2 point earning actions above. That is why I feel that shooting for $15 a month is a reasonable goal
with PrizeRebel.
Since the ways to earn vary from day-to-day, I am going to do a simple 30 square chart. Each square is
equal to 50 PrizeRebel points which is equal to .50 cents. Every day strive to reach 50 points and when
you do shade in a square.
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PrizeRebel offers a lot of survey options and most start currently at around 85 points or .85 cents. They
are sometimes lengthy, but if you can multitask them with something else such as TV watching, they
are a good way to knock out your daily goal and then some.
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Bing Rewards: $5 Gift Card Every 20 days
I like using Bing Rewards because of how quick and simple it is to complete enough daily actions to earn a $5
gift card every 20 days--it takes under 5 minutes a day and can easily be multi-tasked. Since our plan is a 2
month plan, that means you should earn $15 in e-gift cards from Bing Rewards.
Bing Rewards delivers the e-gift cards to you in rapid speed too. It says on the site that it takes up to 24 hours,
but normally I receive mine within the hour (this could change anytime).
As with the other point program plans in this printable pack, I suggest you take 15 to 20 minutes after you sign
up for Bing Rewards checking out the whole site so that you can make sure my plan is still accurate since point
reward programs change their rules often.

Bing Rewards

Points earned M

Do any Earn & Explore Tasks on
laptop or personal computer

Depends on day as to what is
available

Perform 20 mobile web searches

10 points

Perform 30 laptop or personal
computer web searches

15 points

Total

25 points a day

T

W Th F
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Sa S

Gift Card Earnings
Date

Company

Type of Gift Card

Amount Balance
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Daily Point Reward Income Earning Plan
.

Done

Activities To Complete
Set timer (for 1hr)
Get a Swagbucks app going on your tablet or smartphone
Open an extra tab on your laptop and get PrizeRebel Videos going or Swagbucks TV
(for the next 30 minutes click back to that tab whenever you hear a video finish and start another one)

Do the Swagbucks daily Poll
Do the Swagbucks daily NOSO
Make sure to do one search using the Swagbucks toolbar so you get a point the next day
Go to Bing Rewards do any Earn and Explore Bing Rewards Credits
Earn you 15 PC Or Laptop Bing Reward Search Credits
Go to your tablet or Smartphone and earn the 10 mobile app Bing Rewards credits (if you
had to pause the Swag Bucks app to do this don't forget to get it going again once you are done)

Hop over to InstaGC and earn 100 points for the day
Hop over to PrizeRebel and finish earning 50 points for the day (if you started their
videos earlier you should have earned some point already)
If time allows check the Facebook page of both Swagbucks and PrizeRebel for any
active Promo codes that you can enter for easy points.

Other Simple Actions You Can Do Each Day From 2 Programs
Go through your email inbox and click on all the paid emails from My Points
Go to Paid Viewpoint and do any surveys you have waiting
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